Press Release – January 13th, 2012

125SP Italian Championship for Phaedra Theffo in 2012
In 2012, Phaedra Theffo (Lulù#19) will take part in the 125SP Italian Championship (FMI), once again
with the 125SP Aprilia prepared by the Berga Engine Evolution Team from Crema.
There will be 6 races on the most beautiful Italian circuits, with many riders and therefore grids always full
and big battles during the races, between all of them.
On March 18th, our rider from Sarnico (Bergamo) will certainly take part in the first test that will be held in
Imola. These tests will be very useful to everyone as there have been some modifications to the tracks
during the last years and it’s always very difficult to get to make some free practice in this circuit.
The rounds of the 125SP Italian Championship will be 6 in total, with the first race in Vallelunga, on April
15th. Here below you can find the full 2012 calendar.
Phaedra Theffo: “I’m so happy to finally be able to take part in the Italian Championship, I have been
waiting for this moment for many years but there has always been this age limit and I couldn’t make it.
These will be 6 great races and I’m glad there will still be the Franciacorta circuit as it actually is my home
track. In addition, two races on my favorite track, Vallelunga, is absolutely fantastic, as well as going back to
Imola after 7 years, even if the track won’t be the same. We’re currently preparing my motorcycle in order to
start in the best way and I’m training with my minibike, to become faster in the changes of direction and to
manage to make some races with these small wheels as well. Anyway I’m looking forward to starting the
season, I will make my best from the beginning to follow all the fastest rider and learn from them in order to
obtain some good results. I would like to thank my main sponsor “Unilame Sarl” as I wouldn’t have been
able to make it without it, all my sponsors CR Srl, Vemar, Spinn Bikers, Artefatta, and the Lucky Racing
Team”.

2012 calendar
15/04/2012 Vallelunga
13/05/2012 Misano
10/06/2012 Vallelunga
08/07/2012 Imola
02/09/2012 Franciacorta
30/09/2012 Mugello

For further information: info@phaedratheffo.it - www.phaedratheffo.it (website created by Artefatta)

